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BUFFALOcnow
If one was to recite the research and knowledge of various organizations
that followed Migration trails of the Indian of the Ameríca's from known
sites, it would stagger human imagination. Their evidence on the actual
trails is quite good, but they are not the elite of the groups.
Then there is the Tunnal theory for Migrations. Their membership comes
from every country known in the world and if it was ever consolidated
as one major organization, it would have the largest membership; but
even after this it would not be the elite of the groups. This would
include governments who are using sophisticatedexplosìves to close the
openings, dumping radŕœactìve waste in them, and changing the course of
rivers to fill them up. _
The elite of these groups, for the sake of a name, we will call: THE
CIBOLA GROUP. The membership of this group are the families of the world
who rule and have the resources.
On the surface of their activities, they cannot be shown as looking
for Migration trails of the Indian. UNDERCURRENT? Yes! This Cibola Group
have terminated and stolen Indian land and killed more Indian tribes in
a quanity that is greater then all the nations and governments that have
dealt with the Indian of the America's;since the beginning of civilized
history this part of the world. They have a tie to every In_dian reservation, past ahd present, "made up of Indian women, who are
not Clan Mothers
or women of the Clan and are controlled by white women. They have been
so well trained since 1830 that even the radical group A.I.M. women have
never known of their existence or that they do exist. These Indian women
are part of a group in which this group does not know of their existence'.
So they are hiding as a group within a group. From all my research they
can only be identified individńally by their actings. These a_ctions that

